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Abstract 

When we develop a general purpose document im- 
age understanding system, it is important, as the 
first step, to  distinguish individual documents. We 
propose an approach which first classifies document 
images into some distinct types and then interprets 
them exactly by using an appropriate document 
model. In this paper, we define groups of documents 
and describe the classification method based on the 
verification mechanism by using physical and layout 
features of documents. Also, we show the experi- 
mental result in our method. 

1 Introduction 

The subject about automatic extraction of use- 
ful/mcaningful information from document images 
is called document image understanding, and is one 
of interesting t,opics currently. Various methods and 
approaches for different kinds of documents have 
been proposed until today[1][2][3]. Most of them an- 
alyze document images interpretatively, using doc- 
ument models which are knowledge resources about 
the composition rule, description rule, layout struc- 
ture, item position, item format, data format and 
so on. These conventionally developed systems were 
dependent on the particular applications because the 
document models are organized from application- 
specific domains[4]. On the other hand, there were 
some attempts to develop a general purpose doc- 
ument image understanding system[5]. However, 
most of them focused only on very limited docu- 
ments, but did not propose methods/approaches to 
deal with different types of documents. 

In this paper, we propose an experimental ap- 
proach to classify various documents automatically 
with a view to applying appropriate document mod- 
els to individually classified documents. This is the 
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first step when we implement a general purpose doc- 
unient image understanding system from a practical 
point of view. The characteristic in our approach is 
to  recognize document types on the basis of classifi- 
cation and verification mechanism. Such a paradigm 
makes not only the processing simple, but also the 
classification successful. 

2 Groups of Documents 

In the real world, there are various kinds of doc- 
uments such as report-form documents, newspa- 
pers, library cataloging cards, namt3 cards, table- 
form documents, checks and so on. Generally, these 
documents can be considered from t href points of 
view about item areas: the first is how itern areas 
are determined; the second is what itcm areas exist; 
and the third is what positional relationships itern 
areas have. We define document groups, document 
types and document classes, on the basis of features 
about the above viewpoints. Also, since these fea- 
tures are concerned with item areas which are basic 
units in the layout structure, we call them layout 
features. 

In this way, we can uniformly interpret documents 
by three viewpoints. Also, defining groups of docu- 
ments according to them makes the classification of 
document images effective. 

2.1 Document Group 

Document groups are defined according to the 
first viewpoint: how item area? are determined. 
For example, geometrical features, such a? one- 
character-upidown, ~ent~ering and so on, can be 
found in name cards as shown in Figure l ( b )  and 
items are specified by them. That is to say, those fea- 
tures can determine item areas. On the other hand, 
item areas of table-form documents in Figure l (c)  
are determined by vertical/horizontal line segments. 
For report-form documents in Figure l (a) ,  item ar- 
eas are determined by both columns and geometrical 



(b) document group 2 
( left : name card type, right : library cataloging card type ) 

(a) document group 1 
( report-form document type ) (c) document group 3 

( table-form document type ) 

Figure 1: Examples of documents 

features. In this way, item areas are determined by application area. Table 2 shows layout features of 
various factors and we can define document groups document types. 
on the basis of the difference among them. Table 1 
shows layout features of document groups. Tablc 2: Layout features of document types 

I document I layout features I 

Table 1: Layout features of document nrouns ., . 
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report-form: report-form document 
library: library catalogin card 
table-form: table-form document 
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2.3 Document Class 
2.2 Document Type 

Document types are defined according to the sec- 
ond viewpoint: what item areas exist. They individ- 
ually belong to  document groups and inherit layout 
features of document groups. Namely, document 
types in the same document group have the same 
layout features based on the first viewpoint, but ones 
about the second are different. For example, name 
card type and library cataloging card type as shown 
in Figure l (b)  belong to the document group 2 be- 
cause their item areas are determined by geometrical 
features, but their logical structures are organized 
by items such as personal name, company's name 
and address in the former, and by items such as 
title, author and publisher in the latter. Namely, 
items which are allocated into item areas are dif- 
ferent, and this indicates the number of item areas 
or factors which determine item areas as a result. 
Generally, logical structures are different in every 

Document Classes are defined according to the 
third viewpoint: what positional relationships item 
areas have. For example, documents which belong 
to  the name card type have item areas which items, 
such as personal name, address and so on, are all@ 
cated into, and some documents have a positional re- 
lationship such that an item area of personal name is 
upside and one of address is downside; others do a re- 
verse relationship. Namely, the difference of mutual 
positional relationships among item areas in doc- 
ument images defines individual document classes. 
Thus, documents which belong to the same docu- 
ment class have the same layout structures. 

3 Classification Method 

Our classification method is based on the verifica- 
tion mechanism. Namely, it is first to classify doc- 
ument images into groups of documents, and then 



t80 vcrify classified doc:~lnicnt~s by extracting layout, 
foat,llres. Here, the first st,ep classifies those groups 
I)y simple coniparison proccsscs. The reason that 
we adopt cla~sificat,ion/verification mechanism is be- 
cause we can accomplish thc effective classification 
process. We identify document group, document, 
type and document class for an input image on the 
basis of this rnechanism as shown in Figure 2. 

I classification 
verification 

ddwmt g?bu identification 

1 classification 
verification 

document type identification a 1 ctassitication 
verification 

identification 

Figure 2: Classification method 

4 Identification of Document Group 

We identify document groups of input images as 
the first step of our classification method. The classi- 
fication process is performed on the basis of physical 
features of documents, and the verification process 
is done by extracting layout features of individual 
document groups. 

4.1 Classification of Document Group 

We classify various documents into the corre- 
sponding document groups according to physical 
features. Physical features relate to the distribu- 
tion of black pixels in document images. The ex- 
traction of physical features depends on the ratio 
of black/white pixels in document images by the 
simple methods, but these methods are not sim- 
ple counting-up of blacklwhite pixels, as it were. 
This extraction procedure deforms the original doc- 
ument images as a preprocessing. We analyze doc- 
ument images on the basis of two physical features, 
as shown in Table 3: the ratios of line elements and 
black pixels. 

The ratio of black pixels in the document group 
1 is large because this group generally consists of 
sentence-specific text data. Also, the ratio of line 
elements is small even if there exist line segments 
which organize columns, because the ratio of them in 
document images is small. For the document group 
2, item areas are determined on the basis of geo- 
metrical features. Hence, the ratio of white pixels 
is large. Furthermore, since items are word-specific 
text data, the length of item data is short. There- 
fore, the ratio of black pixels is small. The ratio 

of linc cltments in thc docunlc~t~t group 3 is largc. 
brcause it is composed of ittm ar.c;ls cricloscd by 
horizontal and vc3rtic;ll lirlc. scypcnts. Also, hlark 
pixels which construct linc stgrncnts makc thc. ratio 
of black pixels large. 

Table 3: Physical features of document group 

rnedium 

document 

4.2 Verification of Document Group 

ratio of ratio of 

We verify individual document groups according 
to layout features shown in Table 1. 

In the document group 1, separators such a.3 line 
segments and white spaces organize collimns and 
geometrical features such as one-character-up/down 
and centering are also found. And, item areas are 
determined by both of them. So, the verification 
of document group 1 is performed by checking up 
whether there are columns and geonletrical features. 
In the document group 2, it,ems are separated by 
white spaces and geometrical features. Namely, 
since items of document group 2 are composed of 
short text data, there is not the repetition of text 
lines but one-character-up/down and centering. So, 
the verification of document group 2 is performed by 
checking what text lines line up irregularly. In the 
document group 3, vertical/horizontal line segments 
organize item areas. So, the verification of docu- 
ment type 3 is performed by checking up whether 
item areas are enclosed by vertical and horizontal 
line segments. 

group line elements I b ~ z ~ c k  I pixcls 

5 Identification of Document Type 

Here, we describe a part of identification method 
of document types according to layout features 
shown in Table 2. 

The identification of report-form document type 
or newspaper type is accomplished on the basis of 
the number of columns and the existence of chap- 
ter titles or sub-headlines, which are recognized by 
means of geometrical features. Namely, if the num- 
ber of columns is about 2 and chapter titles exist, 
document images are identified as report-forrn doc- 
ument type. If the former is about 10 and t,he latter 
is sub-headline, they are done as newspaper type. 
The identification of name card type or library cat- 
aloging card type is done by checking whether cer- 
tain item (personal name in name card type), which 
is separated on the basis of special geometrical fea- 
tures, exists or not. Namely, if there are such special 
features, document images are identified as name 



Table 4: An experimental result 

card type. Otherwise, they are library cataloging 
card type. The identification of table-form docu- 
ment type or check type is to check up the number 
of item areas which are adjacent to each other. If 
many item areas can be found in document images, 
then we can identify these documens as table-form 
document type. Otherwise, they are check type. 

6 Identification of Document Class 

Here, we simply describe a part of identification 
method of document class based on layout features. 
For example, documents which belong to name card 
type have an item area of personal name. Document 
classes which belong to name card type are defined 
according to the mutual relationships among item 
areas including an item of personal name. Thus, if 
we can recognize what/how many item areas exist 
at upside or down side, we can identify document 
classes. 

document 
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1 

2 

3 

identification of 
document type 

7 Experiments 

identification of document group 

correct 

40 
43 
38 
39 

160 
91.9 

Here, we show an experimental result about a 
part of our classification method. Sample docu- 
ment images are 50 sheets of report-form documents, 
name cards, library cataloging cards and table-form 
documents. Also, these images are digitalized by the 
image scanner with 200 dpi and 256 gray levels. Ta- 
ble 4 shows a result about classification of document 
groups according to physical features, and a result 
about verification of document groups and a result 
about identification of document types on the basis 
of layout features. 

When we pay our attentions to the ratios of cor- 
rect results a t  each step, we can consider that this 
experiment about our classification method is suc- 
cessful. Also, for 200 sheets of input images, 160 
sheets of them are identified correctly. Thus, the 
ratio of the last correct identification is 80.0[%]. 

document 
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error 
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8 Conclusion 

input 

50 
50 
50 
50 

total 
ratio I%] 

classification 

first step for developing a general purpose document 
image understanding system. Also, we defined docu- 
ment groups, document types and document classes, 
and addressed a method to classify into them accord- 
ing to physical and layout features. Finally, we re- 
ported experimental results about our classification 
method. 

One of our future work is to develop the re- 
classification mechanism for document images which 
are erroneous a t  the verification process so as to grow 
up the ratio of the last correct identification. 
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